RULES FOR MARATHON CHAMPIONSHIP RACING
2018 season
1 - GENERAL
1.1 - RULES
The general accepted offshore racing rules are to be applied. In cases of conflicts between the
general rules and the class rules (and specifications), the class rules have precedence.
(See UKOPRA General racing rules)
1.2 - MINIMUM AGE
The minimum age for competitors in all of the marathon classes is 18 years.
1.3 - MEASUREMENT CERTIFICATE
Measurement certificates are required for all classes.
1.4 - CLARIFICATION
In these Rules, the words “shall” or “must” means mandatory; the word “should” means
recommended.
1.5 - LICENCE
The issuing of International Offshore licences is the task of the agreed Authority of the competitor.
The issuing body of the licence holder must verify that the competitors have the necessary
experience and still to take part in Offshore Marathon events.
As a reference for minimum competence, The Competitors who have not held a Marathon Licence
must submit a detailed CV of their racing and boating experience to their National Authority. This CV
must demonstrate practical experience and theoretical knowledge to a minimum Authority
qualification or military equivalent these may include: RYA day Skipper – or RYA Costal Skipper – or
RYA Yachtmaster – or RYA Advanced Powerboat (not RYA Powerboat Level 2 on its own). National
equivalent qualifications approved by the applicants National Authority will also be accepted.
Both driver and co-drivers must have first aid and resuscitation knowledge as defined by Red Cross
or similar.
1.6 - SEA SURVIVAL CERTIFICATE
A current sea survival certificate must be held by all crew members.

2 - COMPETITION RULES
2.1 - DECALS
Competing craft will be asked to display the race decals on either side and on the deck of the craft.
The decals will be provided by the Event organizers’ sponsors.
2.2 - OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE
No outside assistance is allowed during a race. Competitors may however refuel during a race at
recognised port or marina fuel outlets within harbour confines. Ship to ship or air to ship refuelling
at sea is not permitted. Any competing craft may be towed and if a tow is accepted, then that
competitor will be treated as a retirement from the race or that particular leg of the race.

2.3 - IDENTIFICATION
All competing craft must carry race numbers as laid down in the Rules; this includes deck numbers.
Race numbers shall include a prefix letter, ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’, ‘E’, ‘F’, ‘G’ or ‘H’ to match each sub-class of
Marathon classification. Numbers shall be painted in waterproof black paint on white background or
be made of black coloured self-adhesive materials of adequate strength. No number may begin with
a zero. All numbers shall be plain and upright. The numbers shall be painted as to be clearly visible
from both sides and above. Numbers must be placed on both sides of the hull within the front third
of the boat and on the foredeck within the front third of the boat. Numbers displayed on the
foredeck must read correctly from the transom and shall be underlined by a black bar.
Minimum dimensions for individual numbers must be:
Height = 30 cm; width = 23 cm; thickness = 5 cm; spacing = 13 cm.
The background shall extend at least 23 cm in front of and beyond the end number and at least 7.5
cm above and below the numbers.
British boats will be expected wherever possible to make a race number change where an overseas
competitor has the same number.
2.4 - ADVERTISING
No part of any advertising, sign writing, flags, badges, emblems or marks of any kind shall be within
60 cm of the race number. No material may be displayed which advertises any product which is in
conflict with the race sponsor’s products unless prior permission in writing is obtained. Display
material considered to be offensive in the opinion of the organisers will be required to be removed.
Failure to comply could result in disqualification.
2.5 - RACE FUEL
Although International standards exist for petrol and for diesel, there remains a huge imbalance of
specification from one country to another regarding the specification of ‘pump’ fuel available.
Due to these circumstances no specification of fuel is illustrated in the rules.
The only fuel to be used by any offshore Marathon powerboat must have the same characteristics as
the fuel commercially available to the general public as dispensed from roadside pumps or marine
fuelling facilities.
For petrol engines, the fuel used shall be unleaded petrol.
No additives are permitted except lubricating oil for two stroke engines, providing that such oil does
not increase the octane or the water content of the fuel or enhance the fuel by any other means.
For diesel engines, the fuel shall be that
It is strongly recommended that teams keep detailed records of where they purchased the fuel they
intend to use in races by way of receipts. In the case a sample is found be illegal then a control
sample can be sourced to demonstrate that the error is with the supplier, but the team will still be
responsible and maybe disqualified, but might go some way to demonstrate it was not premeditated
act.
(More details can be found by looking at UKPPRA rule 504)

3 - RACE BOATS
3.1 - HULL LENGTH
The minimum hull length for all competing craft is 24ft/7.32 meters and the maximum for all is
50ft/15.20 meters using standard racing measurement procedure. See Class classification table in
section 8.
3.2 - SPEED
All competing craft must be capable of exceeding 40 knots, except for Historic Class boats.
Historic Class boats must have a speed capability of 30 knots.
3.3 - MONOHULL BOATS
In the Spirit of Offshore Marathon Racing, all competing craft must be monohull
3.4 - CANOPIED BOATS
All competitors and crew members who race in boats with restraints, canopies, and partial canopies
must hold a current immersion test certificate.
Canopied boats must have a current Measurement Certificate and comply with full Championship
rules for canopies.
(See appendix 1 which is an extract of the 2016 UIM rule 508 for more details)
Additionally the following rules apply:
Boat builders/designers must confirm in writing that the boat is designed for such activities and to
race in a given class. This confirmation is to be supported by detailed technical drawings as
appropriate.
Crew must be able to demonstrate that they can safely exit the boat (maximum recommended exit
time 30 seconds) and this may be subject to scrutineer testing at events.
The nominated skipper of the vessel accepts ultimate responsibility for complying with all of the
above requirements.
Carbon monoxide sensors and/or alarms must be fitted in all canopied boats.
These rules are important safety rules and require adhering to, however certain rules may be slightly
varied where a team feel there is a better safer alternative solution. If this is the case then a team
should write to the Championship committee with the fullest written details and drawings.
If the committee in conjunction with the scrutineering team concurs to this requested variation then
they may be accepted for use in the championship.
3.5 - PARTIAL CANOPY BOATS
All competitors and crew members who race in boats with restraints, canopies, and partial canopies
must hold a current immersion test certificate.
Partial canopies may be permitted subject to the technical inspector’s approval, this process must be
commenced a minimum of 3 months before the event.
There must be an opening hatch with a minimum open space sufficiently large (minimum 55cm X
82.5cm) for each person in the boat to exit immediately. Alternatively, there must be an open space
in the rear of the craft sufficiently large (minimum 1.3m X 1.3m) for all crew to exit the boat
immediately. Access at this opening must not be restricted in any way whatsoever.
Partially canopied boats must have restraint systems fitted which, if fitted, must comply with the
following Offshore

Rules: 508.01 (Crew Immersion Test), 508.16 (Air Supply), 508.18 (stop buttons for engine cut-off),
508.20 (Rear of Head Protection) and 508.21 (Specification of 5 or 6 strap Harness).
Additionally the following rules apply:
1. Boat builders/designers must confirm in writing that the boat is designed for such activities and to
race in a given class. This confirmation to include key safety points below, with detailed technical
drawings supplied as appropriate.
2. Crew must be able to demonstrate that they can safely exit the boat (maximum recommended
exit time 30 seconds) and this may be subject to scrutineer testing at events.
3. Seat belt mounts must be of appropriate strength and position, considering the boats maximum
designed speed – see 508 rules.
4. Structure of the partial canopy must be of similar strength to the hull/running surface of the boat.
5. The screen must be of suitable materials and have flanges adequate to offer the strength required
to meet the anticipated loads and speed of the craft.
6. All crew must have in date immersion test training and hold a current immersion test certificate.
7. Doors or hatches must be so designed to allow them to be easily opened from inside and out and
must be labelled to allow rescuer to immediately understand opening system and backup system –
hinges must have removable pins.
8. There must be an air system provided for each crew member – spare air systems are not
acceptable.
9. There must be a minimum clearance between seats or door aperture of 40cm if this is the primary
exit route.
10. The nominated skipper of the vessel accepts ultimate responsibility for complying with all of the
above requirements.
11. Carbon monoxide sensors and/or alarms must be fitted in all canopied boats.
These rules are important safety rules and require adhering to, however certain rules may be slightly
varied where a team feel there is a better safer alternative solution. If this is the case then a team
should write to the Championship committee with the fullest written details and drawings.
If the committee in conjunction with the scrutineering team concurs to this requested variation then
they may be accepted for use in the championship.
3.6 - SEAT BELTS/RESTRAINTS
No seat belts or restraints whatsoever are permitted in open boats, i.e. boats with no canopies or
boats with partial canopies.
3.7 - REINFORCED WATER DEFLECTOR
ALL Craft with a top speed in excess of 50 knots which do not have a forward cabin structure must
have a Reinforced Water Deflector over and under the deck, designed and constructed of materials
with sufficient strength to provide adequate crew protection. The forward fairing on deck must rise
to a minimum height of the chin of the tallest crew member when in the normal driving position.
The top 5cm of the water deflector must be at least 45 degrees from the horizontal with a minimum
of 30cm width per person measured transversely in the horizontal plane. The Reinforced Water
Deflector must be designed and constructed so as to present no hazard if the crew is thrown
forward and must be so designed that it would not restrict the crew from being ejected in all cases.
Open RIBs must have a solid fitted console to deflect water. In addition, all vessels must have a
means of preventing the riding crew from sliding forward under the foredeck when in their normal
racing position. A bulkhead or suitable kick-board in front of each of the riding crew must be fitted
and be of sufficient strength to prevent the riding crew from forward movement in the event of
rapid deceleration. The bulkhead/kick-board must be secured so that there is no more than 1 inch
space between the crews’ floor and the bulkhead.

3.8
All competing craft must be capable of going astern.
3.9 - BOW BALLAST TANKS
Bow ballast tanks are permitted.
3.10 - LIFTING POINTS
Where physically possible, teams should ensure that their boat has fixed lifting points, and their own
certified lifting strop, which must be carried in the boat. For ALL boats, the lifting positions of the
craft for emergency lift by crane slings must be clearly marked on either side of the boat.
3.11 - BUOYANCY
It is recommended that boats should have enough buoyancy in the race boat or in the material used
for its construction to ensure that the boat floats if capsized or holed. Boats which do not have
sufficient buoyancy may be refused entry to any competition by the organisers of each individual
event if deemed unsafe by the organising committee or promoter.
3.12 - BILGE PUMPS
Suitable & automatic bilge pumps shall be fitted to the boat capable of pumping out all sections of
the boat even where water-tight bulkheads are fitted. They shall be accessible and be fitted with a
suction pipe leading to the lowest point of the bilge and with a discharge pipe overboard. There shall
also be at least one manual bilge pump in the boat.
3.13 - PUMP
All RIBS shall carry a hand or foot pump capable of being operated below the gunwale.
3.14 - DECK FITTINGS
All boats must have guard rails or handholds as rails or handles raised above the deck of a suitable
material or wire in stanchions. A single rail would suffice. A rope secured to the bow and made fast
in the cockpit will not be accepted.
3.15 - TOWING
All vessels must be fitted with a properly designed towing point of adequate construction and
strength for the boat to be towed when waterlogged for extended periods. A Tow line suitable in
length and strength for the boat in all weathers must be carried by all craft and can be permanently
attached to the strong point during races unless the crew can demonstrate that a towing line can be
easily attached to the towing point whilst at sea. This towing line should have a fixed loop to provide
ease of attachment.
In addition each boat should carry sufficient fenders & warps as to be able to dock or raft
independently in port or to be able to raft suitably to another vessel if assistance was either required
or being offered.
3.16 - ANCHOR
Anchor/s with adequate anchor lines must be carried at all times and shall be of a weight and type
adequate to hold the boat and shall be properly stowed in an accessible place. In addition for Ultra
Marathon races all boats must carry a sea anchor (drogue) suitable the size and weight of the vessel.

3.17 - COMPASS
Compass, Charts/back-up navigation and Nautical Almanac:
1. Compass - All boats must be equipped with a liquid filled magnetic compass. Compass deviation
cards for magnetic compasses must relate to adjustment within the 12 months prior to the date of
the event. Electronic compasses may be used in addition.
2. Charts/back-up navigation system – All boats must carry at all times
EITHER
A comprehensive set of paper charts which must be in date and corrected to current Notices to
Mariners.
These charts must be of suitable scales and detail to enable safe navigation over the entire course.
OR
A properly installed electronic chart plotter containing chart data of suitable scales and detail to
enable safe navigation over the entire course. In addition to the installed chart plotter a portable
chart plotter containing chart data of suitable scales and detail must be carried to enable safe
navigation over the entire course. This additional unit must be provided with additional emergency
batteries to ensure a minimum of 8 hours operation.
3. Nautical Almanac – All boats must carry at all times a nautical almanac or excerpts from a nautical
almanac providing detailed navigational information of the entire course.
3.18 - NAVIGATION LIGHTS
Navigation lights in working order shall be carried in accordance with International Rules for the
Prevention of Collisions at Sea.
3.19 - FOG HORN / TORCH
All boats shall carry an efficient fog horn and a powerful torch.
3.20 - ENGINE CUT-OFF DEVICES
Engine cut-off devices for connection to the crew are mandatory (first man out shuts off engine). An
emergency over-ride system to restart the engine/s shall be mandatory. The lanyards used must not
exceed 120cm between driver and the boat. The emergency cut-off devices must be positioned so
that when they operate the lanyard and cap (or clip) will not catch or foul. The lanyards shall be
attached to all crew members at all times when the boat is racing. For boats using restraints, see 3.5
above for stop buttons.
3.21 - FUEL TANKS
Fuel tanks must be purpose made and permanently fixed. They must be secure, non-leaking, vented,
grounded and have an easily accessible means of shutting the fuel supply off from the tank/s. For
safety, it is strongly recommended that fuel tanks in engine compartments are suitably encased to
prevent any flying objects in the engine compartments from penetrating the bare skin of the fuel
tank. When additional electric pumps are fitted to the fuel supply of outboard motors, a fuel cut-off
switch for the pump shall be fitted in easy reach of all crew members. The positioning of the fuel
cut-off switch must be clearly marked for safety reasons.
Fuel transfer at sea is only permitted between your own fixed on board tanks. Race fuel may not be
stored or carried on board in any jerry-can type of container.
3.22 - BATTERIES
Batteries shall be housed in ventilated compartments, mounted upon a secure and solid platform
and be fitted with an isolator switch. The battery isolator switch position must be clearly marked for
safety reasons.

3.23 - ELECTRICAL HARNESS
Electrical Harness: Properly protected terminal boards shall be used with flexible (not solid core)
cabling supported well up to the terminals and at suitable intervals throughout the length of any
run. Where relative movement or vibration occurs across any gap, cables shall be sheathed in plastic
or metal tube anchored at both ends.
Reinforced cable suitable for marine duty shall be used. Electrical equipment in engine
compartments shall be kept to a minimum and sited away from heat or fuel.
3.24 - FIRE PREVENTION
All boats with inboard engines shall carry a fixed automatic fire extinguishing system. This system
shall be properly installed, engineered and maintained. Sensors and injectors shall be in danger
regions of the engine compartment/s. ALL boats including inboards shall carry a minimum of 2 fully
charged dry powder 2kg fire extinguishers.
3.25 - RETIREMENT FLAG
All boats shall carry an orange rectangular flag of minimum size 60cm X 40cm as a means of
announcing retirement from a leg of the race, and the means of maintaining it aloft in a well visible
position.
3.26 - NATIONAL FLAG
All boats shall display their national flag in either fabric or graphic form so as to be visible from both
sides of the craft.

4 - ENGINES
4.1 - ENGINE LIMITS
Engine volume limits are as described in the Class classifications for naturally aspirated engines.
Where engines include a supercharging or Turbocharging forced induction system (or similar) then
the normal cylinder capacity is to be multiplied by 1.4 and the boat will pass into the class
corresponding to the volume resulting from this multiplication.
4.2 - ENGINE DESCRIPTIONS
ENGINE DESCRIPTIONS for all classes except A, B & C
Note: The term ‘OEM’ = Original Engine Manufacturer
a) Engines eligible for Marathon classes other than the classes A, B and C (all these are ‘free’) must
be based on currently, or previously advertised/available mainstream production units (ie,
Mercruiser, Volvo, OMC, Yanmar, Cummins, FPT etc) available to the general public through normal
distribution channels with a minimum production run of 500 units. Engines should be from the
pleasure line, not the race line of engines from any manufacturer. If the engine is listed with
separate runner exhaust, as described in section (g), the motor is not acceptable.
As an example, the Merc 525hp motor used in P1, has CMI headers with runner lengths greater than
6” long, so these motors would not be permissible. The old Merc 500 carb, had GILL/Merc alloy
manifolds with common plenum, they would be acceptable, as would STD Merc 496HO’s, or
502efi’s.
b) The original bore & stroke must be retained, however, an allowance will be made for OEM piston
oversize, i.e., +0.030.
c) Inlet system (intake manifold, intercooler, throttle body etc) MUST remain OEM; throttle bodies
must retain OEM internal dimensions at butterfly. Turbochargers must be OEM as specified as STD
for motor to which it’s fitted.

d) Internal engine modifications are allowed, such as camshaft choice, cylinder head gas flowing etc,
however, rules for OEM induction systems, intercoolers, turbochargers, etc will be strictly enforced.
e) Engine components may be compared to standard OEM components to establish eligibility.
f) Transom or side exhausts are permitted, providing that the total volume of water passing through
the engine cooling system mixes with the exhaust gases from the manifold.
g) Choice of exhaust manifold is free, so long as they are not of the separate runner type, i.e.,
Stellings, CMI, PF Marine, KE Lightning, etc. Exhaust ports must exit to a common plenum within the
manifold, with each branch not exceeding 150mm in length. It is in the competitors’ interest to
contact the authority prior to purchasing exhaust systems to ensure eligibility if there is any doubt.
No dispensation will be given for exhaust manifolds that do not meet the rules.
h) Drive systems are “free”.
i) Height adjustable hydraulic engine jacks are NOT permitted.
4.3
Single engined craft and single shaft driven boats may compete. All such boats MUST carry an
auxiliary engine for use in emergency breakdowns capable of propelling the craft at 5mph for a
minimum of 35 miles. This engine can be stowed in the boat but must be shown to be sufficiently
retained so that it will not work lose or cause damage.
4.4
Boats with more than one outboard engine or outdrive must have a properly engineered tie-bar
system
4.5 - ENGINE MOUNTINGS
Outboards: Engine mountings shall be attached to the transom with at least 4 bolts, which shall be
either pinned or lock-nutted.
Inboards: Engine mountings shall be sound and the mounting bolts securing to the hull shall be
pinned or lock-nutted.
Engines shall be enclosed in their own compartment/s with the exception of normal ventilation.
Each and every engine need not be contained in its own compartment. The compartments shall have
rigid covers.

5 - SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR THE BOAT
5.1 - EMERGENCIES
It must be understood that in Marathon Racing every team/crew must be prepared for any/all
eventualities with regard to their own safety. If any team experiences difficulties or an emergency
during the race, then they must be aware and prepared to be effectively on their own until rescue
teams (from whatever source) can arrive. Every team should have emergency plans which should
include a risk assessment setting out how they would deal with an on board emergency situation
until such time as rescue teams arrive. Racing is inherently dangerous and crews must be prepared
to ensure their own safety at all times. In the event of an emergency crew cannot rely on race
organisers to facilitate a rescue and must be self-sufficient and capable of initiating their own
rescue.
5.2 - INFLATABLE LIFE RAFT
It is mandatory that every boat carries one certified and in date Inflatable Life Raft capable of
carrying the complete crew, together with adequate fresh water and a first-aid kit. The life raft shall
be stowed in an easily accessible position so that in the event of emergency the life raft can be
quickly released, particularly in the event of fire.

Aviation style life rafts are not acceptable for Ultra Marathon races where the total race length
exceeds 500nm.
The life raft is recommended to comply with ISAF Offshore Special Regulations (OSR) Appendix A
Part 2 or ISO 9650 Type 1 Part 1, Group A standard, and should be fitted with a boarding ramp. (Or
equivalent NA approved standards)
5.3 - FLARES
All boats will carry an offshore standard flare pack comprising: 4 red parachute rockets, 4 red hand
held, 2 orange smoke hand held, and 4 white collision hand held flares in a waterproof canister. If
any flares are deployed must be replaced before the start of the next race.
5.4 - VHF RADIO
All boats will carry a shipboard installation of a fully synthesized VHF transceiver with GMDSS
capability carrying all 55 International Channels, with an aerial output of not less than 25 watts.
Organisers may require additional channel(s) to be programed into this radio to comply with local
regulations. In addition, a multi-channel waterproof hand held VHF radio, which should be carried
by one crew member at all times when racing. Each vessel must have a Ship’s Licence for their radio
equipment and at least one crew must have an Operator’s Licence, both Licences to be checked at
Race Control and be available for scrutineering.
5.5 - E.P.I.R.B.
A portable emergency position indicating radio beacon (E.P.I.R.B.) operating on 406 MHz shall be
carried and stowed in an easily accessible position.
5.6 - TRACKER SYSTEM
Some long distance Marathon Races may require tracker systems, this decision will be made by the
organisers prior to the event and details provided in the Advance Race Instructions, For all Ultra
Marathon Races a tracker system as defined by the race organiser is mandatory.
5.7 - FIRST AID KIT
All boats shall carry an adequate medical kit and emergency thermal protective aids for each
member of the crew.
5.8 - RADAR REFLECTOR
All boats must carry a RADAR reflector suitable for the boat or a Search & Rescue Transponder SART.

6 - SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR EACH CREW
6.1 - CRASH HELMETS
Crash helmets are to be worn by all persons on board at any time when the boat is on the plane
during the journey to and from the race and during racing and practicing or testing. Crash helmets
may be removed when undertaking repairs providing the boat is off the plane. Crash helmets must
be orange in colour and have temple protection.
Helmets must have the boat’s race number on the top, painted in black and minimum height of
7.5cm.
Helmets must be devoid of dents or splits and any modifications must not infringe on the standard.
Bolts used for fittings and attachment of a visor must be small and must not protrude into the inner
surface of the helmet. Visors must be devoid of cracks and easily detachable (i.e. not bolted down).
Chin straps must be in good condition and operative.

All crash helmets must comply with the following specifications:
It is mandatory to wear a helmet made to a minimum standard to include UN ECE22-05 or Snell
M2000 or M2005 or Snell SA2000 or SA2005.
It is also recommended that helmets are replaced when they reach five years old from date of
manufacture. When a helmet is produced for scrutineering the wearer must prove compliance with
the above standards; this may be by means of product literature.
6.2 - RACING VESTS
All crew must wear a racing vest suitable for their class. Specification: All vests must have inherent
buoyancy of at least 150 Newton and be fitted with collars The Grabner & Hutch Wilco Motorboat
Offshore Racing vests are also acceptable. Lacing ties and/or straps must be adequate & in good
condition. All straps must be at least 40mm wide & have a minimum breaking strain of 500kg. There
must be lifting straps at the front or on the shoulders. Zips are not permitted as the sole means of
fastening a racing vest. Where zips are used as an ancillary means of closure, they must be in
working order.
Tears/rents or bad repairs through which buoyancy material may leak out are not permitted. Vests
shall be at least 70% orange or yellow or have orange or yellow panels.
Vests must have a lifting eye or strap attached to the main harness.
Vests must not be able to ride up over the wearer’s head & be secure to wearer’s body.
The disposition of the solid buoyancy must be such as to ensure that an unconscious person shall
float face up in the water.
The vest must have impact protection material covering the back.
For crew using restraints, the racing vest must comply with cockpit rules
The use of an automatically inflatable racing vest is prohibited these must be manual.
6.3 - EFFICIENCY OF CRASH HELMET & RACING VEST
The efficiency of the crash helmet and racing vest is the sole responsibility of the wearer.
6.4 - PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
All crew members whilst racing must wear suitable protective clothing that covers the torso and all
limbs to the wrists and ankles. Protective clothing used must be durable enough to provide bodily
protection and is recommended to be fire retardant.
6.5 - MEDICAL COMPRESS & KNIFE
All crew must carry on their person whilst racing a whistle, medical compress and a knife.
6.6 - SAFETY EQUIPMENT
All Boats must start and finish and carry throughout the race the following minimum equipment:
ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT
3.4 &3.5 Carbon monoxide sensors and/or alarms for boat with full or partial canopies
3.10 Certified Lifting strops, if specifically required by Race Instructions
3.12 Manual Bilge Pump
3.13 Hand or foot Pump (RIBS only)
3.15 Tow Rope and Warps
3.16 Anchor and rope/chain minimum length 50 metres.
Additionally in Ultra marathon races all boats must carry a sea anchor of suitable size for their
particular vessel.
3.19 Fog horn and Torch

3.24 Two 2kg dry powder fire extinguishers suitably mounted close to engines or crew
3.25 Orange retirement Flag 0.60m x 0.40m
4.3 Auxiliary engine (single engine race craft only)
5.2 Inflatable Liferaft compliant with rules.
5.3 Flares:-4 x red rocket. 4 x red handheld.
2 x orange smoke. 4 x white collision
1 mini flare pack to be carried per person
5.4 VHF handheld radio
5.5 1 x E.P.I.R.B operation on 406MHz.
5.6 Tracker System as specified or provided by event organiser
5.7 Adequate first aid kit. 1 x foil blanket + thermal protective aids for each crew member.
5.8 Radar Reflector
6.1 Crash Helmets compliant with rules
6.2 Life jackets compliant with rules
6.4 Adequate protective clothing
6.5 Whistle, Knife, Compress
6.6 Emergency Grab Bag: An Emergency Grab must be carried on board at all times to include fresh
water, day and night flares, Thermal Protective Aids, First Aid Kit. Recommended to include portable
VHF Radio, passports, money and credit cards.
6.7 Satellite Telephone. For all Ultra Marathon Races an operational satellite telephone must be
carried on board at all times.
Also the following safety equipment must be attached to the Boat.
6.8 Fixed VHF transceiver with GMDSS capability, as per rule.
6.9 GPS & RADAR equipment as per Racing Instructions.

7 - TURN MARKS AND MISSED MARKS
Turn Marks
All marks, including GPS marks will be laid in the approximate positions referred to in the race
instructions. It is the competitor’s responsibility to follow the geographical course as described in
race instructions and to drive close enough to the course marks to ensure that they have been seen
to pass them correctly.
Competitors who do not follow the geographical course as described in race instructions will be
disqualified from the race or in the event of multi-leg events they will be disqualified from that leg of
the race.
The Event Race Instructions will specify the colour and shape of the course marks.
Should a mark go missing the driver must pass through the approximate geographical position
referred to in race instructions.
If a boat hits a turn mark – A Yellow Card penalty or other penalties may be applied.
If a boat destroys a buoy or cuts the securing line – A Yellow Card may be applied. If a boat damages
a buoy a fine will be applied.
Missed Marks
A competitor may NOT return to a missed mark. The competitor must continue to follow the
designated course passing all remaining marks correctly. Dangerous driving resulting from missing
marks will result in further penalties.
The missed mark penalty is as described in race instructions.

7.1 - STOPPING THE RACE
In case of force majeure or an accident, the race may be stopped by waving red flags. Red flags will
be flown from official boats.

On seeing red flags, Competitors shall stop racing immediately.
In the event of the race being aborted by the use of the Red Flag procedure the finishing positions
will be taken as at the passing of the last recorded turn mark.
Any boat deemed to be the cause or a contributory factor in the race being aborted will be
disqualified.
7.2 - TIME LIMIT
The time limit applicable for boats finishing a marathon race should be based on an average speed of
25 knots.
Race Organisers must stipulate the maximum race time in Race Instructions which may, at their
discretion, be longer than above.
The race may be curtailed or stopped at the finish line, or other point, at any time by waving the
briefed curtailment signal.
This designates the end of the race.

8 - CLASSIFICATION TABLE
Class

Measured Length

A

11.30 M – 15.30 M
37’ – 50’

27

Engines in liters

Minimum
installed
engines

Minimum
weight in Kg
at end of race

27

2

410 KG / M

2

360 KG / M

22
2S
2S EPA

B

9.15 M – 15.30 M
30’ – 50’

18

18

4S/SC
4S

C - Sport

C - Stock
D

8.23 M – 15.3 M
27’ – 50’ M
8.23 M – 15.3 M
27’ – 50’ M
8.23 M – 15.3 M
27’ – 50’ M

14

14

13

13

12.5 (T)

10

8.5 (S)
E

7.35 M – 15.3 M
24’ – 50’ M

6.5

6.5

8000
1050
0
9000
1350
0

N/A
2S
2S EPA
4S/SC
4S
2S EPA
4S/SC
4S

6000
7000
6000
9000
6100
4200
7300

2

2S EPA
4S/SC
4S

5200
3500
5800

1

1

Outboard
280 KG / M
Inboard
328 KG / M
Outboard
197 KG / M
Inboard
262 KG / M
Outboard
180 KG / M
Inboard
246 KG / M

9.15 M – 15.30 M
27
27
All
2
460 KG / M
30’ – 50’
Cabin capacity minimum H 1.75 M x 1m2. Length / Beam ratio < 3.75:1
7.35 M – 15.30 M
G
13
13
All
2
394 KG / M
24’ – 50’
Cabin capacity minimum H 1.50 M x 0.8m2. Length / Beam ratio < 3.75:1
6.70 M – 15.30 M
No
H1
18
18
1
22’ – 50’
Limitation
6.70 M – 15.30 M
No
H2
8.5
13
8500
1
22’ – 50’
Limitation
 Classic (H1 & H2) Boats can be conventional or stern drive, surface drive or outboard.
 10% more engine capacity than the original installation is accepted.
 Classic Boats must be at least 25 years old from date of build.
F

9 - ULTRA MARATHON RACES
Ultra marathon races are defined as races where the total distance of one or more race legs exceeds
500 nautical miles.
Alternative Starting Procedure: For Ultra Marathon Races standing or near standing starts will be
permitted instead of the procedure defined in Rule 305. Full details of this procedure will be
included in race instructions and described at drivers briefing.

Safety requirements for organisers of Ultra Marathon Races
a) The organisers must establish a central race control location from which a dedicated team can
monitor the progress of boats via the boat tracker system.
b) The organizer must also present risk assessment and an environmental risk assessment to the
National Authority at least 90 days prior to the start of the race.
c) The organisers must clearly define the financial implications applicable in the different countries
should a boat have to be rescued or team members have to be transported ashore by rescue
services.
For all Ultra Marathon Races a tracker system as defined by the race organizer is mandatory.
Satellite Telephone. For all Ultra Marathon Races an operational satellite telephone must be carried
on board at all times.
For Ultra Marathon races, the organisers must provide full details of the race entry fees and
conditions.
10 World Offshore Championship Series rules
The Championship is a series of races, for 2018 it is four namely Poole, Falmouth, Cowes/Torquay
and Torquay/Cowes.
These events are run by the organisers Moto2017 for the Poole event, IPRC for the Falmouth event
and the BPRC for the Cowes Torquay and Torquay Cowes races.
All four races are equally weighted in terms of points there is no need to score points in all races.
The points will be allocated to the driver and co-driver and a team may change their boat during the
championship once only, but may not return to first boat without freezing the point they have
accrued at that stage. They will then accrue point as a new entry, but will not have to pay second
entry fee. Points will be awarded to race on the basis of the popular 25% reducing system namely:
400, 300, 225, 169, 127 etc…
Should there be a tie in terms of the championship winner then the team who have scored most
points in the longest race (in terms of actual mileage raced) will win, then if this doesn’t see a winner
the second longest race will be taken etc…all other ties will be left tied.
There is only one way to enter the championship and even if one or two races have taken place the
entry fee remains the same, there is no refund if a boat cannot continue in the championship after
one or two races.
If a team is disqualified for a ‘premeditated’ serious technical infringement, such as being found to
be underweight or to be using illegal fuel then the boat will lose all the points accrued to date, but
the team may continue in the championship and can continue to score points in subsequent races.
Other disqualifications where seen to be ‘accidental’ or not major performance increasing matters
then they will only be disqualified from the race in question.
The rules define a number of classes and these will be demoted in the race and championship
results, but there will only be one main championship winner who will be team that score most
points in the overall finishing order in each race. This team will be crowned the World Offshore
Champions. However there will also be a champion in each sub class but they will only be considered
as a world champion if there are at least 5 boats racing in that class in the championship.

Appendix 1 - CREW SAFETY (508)
All these Rules apply to all categories of Marathon boats with restraints.
These rules are important safety rules and require adhering to, however certain rules may be slightly
varied where a team feel there is a better safer alternative solution. If this is the case then a team
should write to the Championship committee with the fullest written details and drawings.
If the committee in conjunction with the scrutineering team concurs to this requested variation then
they may be accepted for use in the championship.
All the crew, who must be seated, must have a restraint system comprising of and conforming to the
following rules:
A Reinforced Cockpit with Canopies is defined as a containment area for crew and can be
constructed as an integral part of the boat. This Reinforced Cockpit Area must be designed and
constructed to a specification capable of withstanding the forces of a water impact when running at
the highest design speed of the boat, and therefore protecting all members of the crew in the event
of an accident. The various components that constitute the Reinforced Cockpit shall be properly
maintained to ensure reliable operation of all components, with emphasis being placed on the
canopy release mechanism, emergency air supply and restraint systems.
These rules also apply to any boat in any class using Reinforced Cockpits with Canopies.
508.01 - COCKPIT EVACUATION / IMMERSION TRAINING
Before racing in a craft with restraint systems, all crews must have passed in the last fourteen
months, an immersion training in a restraint system to ensure that they can exit a reinforced cockpit
crew compartment successfully.
Prior to taking the Immersion training, all crews must have a valid scuba certificate or have received
suitable training. This alternative training should be approved by The National Authority.
An immersion Certificate to certify the passed test, showing the expiry date, must be delivered by
Experts recognised by a National Authority.
All riding crew members using restraints must sign the National indemnity form prior to competing
in any race or practice.
508.02 - DRAWINGS AND MEASUREMENT
Three view drawings (plan, side and elevation) of the design of the Reinforced Crew Cockpits(s), the
Bulkheads, the type of Canopy, the Buoyancy System and the Restraint System anchorage Points
must be lodged with UKOPRA of the measurer and verified at the time of craft measurement.
Drawings shall be provided showing canopy aperture dimensions for full or partial canopies, single
or tandem arrangements. Arrangements shall describe whether fore and aft, or side by side seating
is fitted.
Drawings shall show the method and construction of release devices. Drawings should show the
material specification of the transparent areas.
Prior to Boat Measurement the drawing and material specifications shall be sent to the Measurer
requested to measure the boat. On completion of measurement, the drawings and material
specifications called for by the designer shall be lodged with the measurers National Authority
before they issue a certificate of compliance and measurement.
508.03 - REINFORCED COCKPIT AREA AND CANOPY
The reinforced cockpit(s) shall be of a closed type design with a minimum of one opening hatch and
constructed to a similar strength as the running surface of the boat. This area must be the sides,
floor, decking and bulkheads fore and aft.
All new cockpits built after 1st January 2019 shall be built by a UKOPRA registered cockpit builder.

Cockpit builders wishing to be registered must submit drawings and laminate specifications to
UKOPRA – this process can take a month.
508.04
Canopies must be a composite structure with the following features.
508.05
Polycarbonate areas are strongly recommended to be as small as possible while still maintaining that
the driver and co-driver have clear, safe and undisturbed visibility ahead at sea level whilst racing. It
is strongly recommended that these polycarbonate areas are built using 12 mm thickness, or more.
The combined visibility of driver and co-driver must be through a horizontal arc of 22 degrees (112.5
degrees either side of the center line of the boat).
These polycarbonate panels are to be recessed into the composite structure and may be bonded
using a suitable bonding agent, and/or “bobbins”. It is recommended that there is also a through
bolted outer flange for the fitting of the polycarbonate panels.
508.06 - SCREEN FLANGES
Screen flanges shall be a minimum of 50 mm at forward direction and mm towards sides and should
be fastened every 100 mm if using “bobbins”; it is recommended to use metal “bobbins” with heads,
as opposed to the recessed plastic type.
The outer polycarbonate area of the flange fitting must not be painted, so that the measurer/
scrutineer may monitor any discrepancies.
• Window to flanges joints must be glued and/or use bobbins of nylon or aluminium.
• Bolts: min 6 mm stainless steel, nylock nuts, washers.
• Bolt spacing: max. 10 cm if not glued
• The outer edges of the canopy surrounding the hatch, must be fitted with a water deflector,
(height 10 mm min) to prevent water forcing open the hatch in the event of a capsize.
508.07 - ROLL BAR
These Restraint Cockpits must be fitted with an internal roll bar, two in a tandem cockpit as a
minimum. There must also be, between the two single cockpits, an anti-compression strut or
structure of similar strength to the roll bar.
• Roll bar in front of/around each crew member.
• Roll bar strong enough and well secured to the bottom stringers.
• Central compression strut to hold roll bar, for side by side cockpits. Side compression struts may
also be necessary for side by side cockpits.
• Alternatively, instead of a compression strut, the design of the cockpit primary structure will
consist of a center roof rib connected to the roll bar and the aft bulkhead with sufficient strength to
satisfactorily react the design impact loads.
508.08 - HATCHES
Hatch openings shall have a minimum of 25 mm flange. Hatches must have a slot for pry bar, on
the opposite side of the hinges, use in emergency/rescue.
508.09 - HATCHES
Hatches should be recessed on the front and sides.
The outer edges of the canopy surrounding the hatch, should be fitted with a water deflector,
(height 10 mm min) to prevent water forcing open the hatch in the event of a capsize.
Water deflector to be fitted only on front and sides of hatch, not behind of hatch. (A water deflector
on back of hatch might force water into cockpit area.)

508.10
It is mandatory that the hatches are constructed to the same specification as the cockpit. The
hatches shall be fitted with a catch which has a positive open and positive close mechanism and
should hold the hatch against lateral forces. These hatches shall be able to be opened from both
inside and outside the cockpit and must have a second emergency mechanism to allow the rescue
team to easily remove the hatch from outside if necessary.
These hatches should be fitted with hinges with short release pins. This is important because long
pins invariably bind the hinge.
508.11
There should be one or more divers grab handles fitted to the outside of each hatch.
508.12
Canopy hatch release handles, which must be provided both inside and out, must be painted
fluorescent orange or have a fluorescent orange background panel to identify them and directional
arrows to indicate the method of opening.
508.13
The canopy lid hinges and the canopy hatch covers release mechanism must not encroach within the
canopy aperture area, and these hinges and release mechanisms must not in any way hinder the
exiting of crew members when fully race fitted.
508.14
Canopy openings should have the entry/exit apertures located directly above the crews’ heads.
The canopy aperture openings should be at least 0.55 m in length and 0.55 m in width. If the crew is
seated side by side, then the opening should be at least 0.55 m x 0.825 m wide. In tandem
configuration, the opening(s) should be 0.55 m x 0.55 m per crew member. The canopy apertures
should be cut with all corners having a radius of 0.025 m minimum or 0.25 m maximum. The radius
should be constant and have a smooth finish to relieve stress.
508.15
The canopy aperture must have a 20 mm wide (minimum) fluorescent orange band around the
opening, both inside and outside of the opening.
508.16
It is mandatory that one single air supply (not oxygen) and a bottle will be provided for each riding
crew member. The air supply must be securely fixed adjacent to, or on each one of them. It is
recommended that sufficient air be provided in each individual bottle for ten minutes. Air bottles
must have a pressure gauge fitted for visual checking at pre-race scrutineering. This gauge should be
filled with liquid and be at least 5 cm in diameter for easy reading.
Air supply bottles shall be “Turned On” before leaving the dock to go to starting a race or taking part
in practice and/or testing.
508.17
Reinforced Cockpits must have flood tubes or other means of flooding the cockpit to equalise the
pressure quickly in an accident. The floor of the cockpit should be as air tight as possible to help the
cockpit pressure equalise far more quickly when in an upturned position.

508.18
Boats with restraints must have stop buttons/switches located in the cockpit area, immediately
accessible to driver, co-driver and rescue officers. The stop buttons/switches must be identified by a
fluorescent colour.
These switches must shut off all fuel pumps as well as the ignition circuit.
In the case of diesel boats, the stop control cable for the fuel injection pump shall be a non-sleeved
cable, so as to eliminate the cable being able to bond in a fire.
508.19 - STROBE LIGHT
All boats shall have a White or Orange High Intensity Strobe Light fitted to indicate “coming off the
plane” but not needing assistance. The strobe light must be able to be operated by the throttle man,
and should be operated by the throttle man if a problem occurs, to enable any following race boats
to take avoiding action. The strobe light shall be mounted on the top rear of the canopy. When duel
canopies are used, the light may be on or behind either one.
This strobe light may also be used as a substitute for the orange retirement flag when returning to
port under reduced power.
508.20
Cockpits with Restraints must be fitted with rear of head protection for each crew member. This
must be an integral part of the seat, which must be attached directly to the structure of the
Restraint Compartment. The head protection must be a minimum of 0.2m wide and extend at least
75% of the height of the safety helmet as worn by the crew whilst in the normal seating position.
There must be a minimum safe vertical and lateral clearance between the canopy and each of the
crew members when in the normal seating position.
508.21
The Restraint System must consist of a 5 or 6 strap harness and should utilise a 75 mm lap belt, a 50
mm strap over the shoulder harness rated at 4,100kg (9,000 lb.) and grommeted to prevent chafing
or cutting of the belt. Harness straps must be attached directly to the cockpit structure. Those straps
close behind the driver’s head and neck must be 100 mm to 150 mm apart at point of attachment.
The shoulder harness should be installed at 90 degrees to the spine at shoulder line to minimise
compression injuries under high “G” loading. All straps must be free to run through intermediate
loops or clamps/buckles. All anchor point bolts must be fitted with backing plates of 10cm minimum
width.
The driver harness attachment bolts in reinforced cockpits must consist of minimum grade EN8
bolts, with an 8 x 1.25 mm thread and locked nuts. There must be a spacer and plain washers on
each bolt. The spacers must be glued to the cockpit structure. Intention of these spacers is to
prevent buckling of surface material near bolts. This always leads to local delamination which easily
spreads out over cockpit structure, when it is under stress.
On the sides of the structure, which has to take up the force on the attachment bolts, there must be
a stainless steel plate (washer of minimum 3mm thickness and 100 cm2 area).
When using seats with suspension, and therefore not using a bulkhead restraint anchorage,
drawings must be lodged with UKOPRA of the measurer and approved prior to boat measurement.
All restraint systems must have a common method of release. The single lever method (sometimes
called the NASCAR type) or rotary type, are both acceptable restraint release systems.
Both types of restraint release must be examined for satisfactory operation by the scrutineer before
every race.
The harness system must comply with Drawing below.
The shoulder harness should be installed 90 degrees to the spine at shoulder line to minimise
compression injuries and the high “G” loading
Lap belt should continue in straight line to anchorage.

508.22
A quick release steering wheel may be fitted on a boat with personal restraints, but all drivers must
be able to exit the cockpit without removing the steering wheel.
508.23
Rear view mirrors are mandatory, as well as a method of cleaning the canopy whilst under
way. Each wing mirror must have a minimum size of 60 sq.cm and be bolted on 2 points to assure
proper mounting.
508.24
Two fire extinguishers, each a minimum of 2kg, or of equivalent capacity, must be carried and be
readily accessible to the crew.
All crew containment areas of inboard engine 508 canopied boats must be fitted with a carbonmonoxide sensor and/or alarm.
508.25
Racing Vests - the efficiency of the racing vest is a matter of the exclusive responsibility of the
wearer. Every crew member whilst on board must wear a racing vest during the practice runs and
throughout the race. Racing vests must be coloured high visibility orange or yellow. The racing vest
should have epaulets/handles to help extract crew from the boat.
The racing vest must have crutch straps or a method of ensuring that the vest does not “ride up”.
The use of an automatically inflatable racing vest is prohibited these must be manual.
508.26
Each Reinforced Cockpit Area shall have one or more water activated light(s) or similar.
508.27
All boats with restraints must have their bows painted fluorescent orange for at least 0.5 m. Only
boats with restraints and closed canopies are allowed to use orange coloured bows. If the hull is of a
similar colour, then there must be a white separating band of at least 0.15 m wide to ensure that the
fluorescent orange band is obvious.
The number of riding crew members must be written in black (so they read correctly if the boat is
capsized) in at least 0.25 m high numbering on the orange nose in the best of the following three
locations where the shape of the boat allows:
a) The lower running surface.
b) The topside of the hull.

c) The deck of the hull
Should any boat be found to have contravened the riding crew number requirement, the penalty
shall be disqualification from that event.
Note: Numbers shall be placed on the orange nose, not the white band area
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